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Interpretative note 

 
Language objectives are an important tool used in planning for and managing the learning of academic language. Clear and concise language 

objectives explain to learners what is expected of them. In addition, language objectives help teachers and learners to build, to measure and to maintain 

the motivation to learn. Subject teachers who maintain a consistent, dual focus on subject content and academic language learning help learners to do 

the same and to better manage the learning of both.  

In order to support the learning of academic language, it is suggested that teachers systematically incorporate the following teaching objectives into 

lesson plans: 

• making visible and drawing learners’ attention to academic language (e.g. vocabulary including terminology and sets of phrases required to achieve 

the subject learning objectives)   

• providing learners with the classroom language needed for working with subject content concepts (e.g. phrases required for doing group work, 

posing inquiry questions, analysing a situation and conducting discussions/debates) 

• pre-teaching and above all pre-using in a meaningful context vocabulary including terminology and sets of phrases required to master the use of 

content concepts  

• having learners use all four language skills in a variety of combinations (e.g. reading-listening, reading-writing, reading-speaking, listening-writing, 

etc.) for a variety of meaningful purposes 

• having learners engage in exploratory dialogue (e.g. avoiding answers to questions that simply demonstrate knowledge and instead using 

knowledge for sustained discussion, and providing rich language scaffolding so learners can sustain dialogue)  

• teaching learning skills specific to language (e.g. selective listening, asking for clarification, developing metalinguistic and metacognitive 

awareness, paraphrasing, dictionary skills) 

• encouraging critical thinking about language (e.g. comparing languages, prompting learners to use language more precisely, assessing progress in 

learning language)   

• setting a language objective at the start of a lesson and discussing progress made in achieving it at the end of a lesson. 

 

      

 

 



Short Term Lesson Plans for 11 Grade Physics  
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Lesson topic Learning objectives and Mission Learning resources 

1 SI prefixes and units 

Physical quantities    

Vector quantities 

 

 

Use the following prefixes and their symbols to 

indicate decimal sub-multiples or multiples of both 

base and derived units: pico (p), nano (n), micro (μ), 

milli (m), centi (c), deci (d), kilo (k), mega (M), giga 

(G) and tera (T) 

A thorough explanation of the SI 

System: 

http://physics.nist.gov/cuu/Units/ 

 

What is happening to the kilogram: 

http://www.guardian.co.uk/science/20

11/jan/24/scientists-weigh-up-

shrinking-kilogram 

 

The importance of units: 

http://mars.jpl.nasa.gov/msp98/orbiter/ 

 

Standard form: 

http://www.mathsrevision.net/gcse/pa

ges.php?page=43 

 

 

2 Compulsory laboratory work 

n.1: 

Be able to resolve vector into 

components (projections of 

vectors); 

Distinguish between scalars and vectors; add and 

subtract parallel and non-parallel vectors; 

 

Represent a vector as two perpendicular components; 

 

triangle of forces: 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Zs

CbM6Ur0ak 

Understanding vectors; 

http://hyperphysics.phy-

http://physics.nist.gov/cuu/Units/
http://www.guardian.co.uk/science/2011/jan/24/scientists-weigh-up-shrinking-kilogram
http://www.guardian.co.uk/science/2011/jan/24/scientists-weigh-up-shrinking-kilogram
http://www.guardian.co.uk/science/2011/jan/24/scientists-weigh-up-shrinking-kilogram
http://mars.jpl.nasa.gov/msp98/orbiter/
http://www.mathsrevision.net/gcse/pages.php?page=43
http://www.mathsrevision.net/gcse/pages.php?page=43
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZsCbM6Ur0ak
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZsCbM6Ur0ak
http://hyperphysics.phy-astr.gsu.edu/hbase/vect.html


Composition of forces, 

guided at an angle 

Recall the definitions of position, distance, 

displacement, speed, velocity and acceleration and 

distinguish whether these are scalars or vectors. 

 

Skills: 

Understanding standard form 

Scale drawing and trigonometry 

Learn to describe forces in components 

 

Learn mathematical formulation of resultant force 

from components 

 

Learn Cartesian formulation of vectors 

astr.gsu.edu/hbase/vect.html 

 

Vector addition: 

http://www.physicsclassroom.com/cla

ss/vectors/u3l1b.cfm 

Practical demonstration: 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nw

m4QDREHbU&feature=fvwrel 

 

Resolution of vectors: 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0n

4-8CAxW88 

 

Resolution of forces: 

http://www.physicsclassroom.com/cla

ss/vectors/u3l3b.cfm 

and: 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pN

G8CAmszH0 

 

3 Using equations 

Precision and accuracy 

Understand difference 

between systematic   

(including zero errors) and 

random errors; 

 

 

Show an understanding of the distinction between 

systematic errors (including zero errors) and random 

errors; 

 

Show an understanding of the distinction between 

precision and accuracy; 

 

 

Revision from grade 9 using the 

interactive quiz to show understanding 

of terms: 

http://dev.physicslab.org/Document.as

px?doctype=5&filename=Kinematics_

UniformAccelerationVelocityTimeGra

phs1.xml 

 

http://hyperphysics.phy-astr.gsu.edu/hbase/vect.html
http://www.physicsclassroom.com/class/vectors/u3l1b.cfm
http://www.physicsclassroom.com/class/vectors/u3l1b.cfm
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nwm4QDREHbU&feature=fvwrel
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nwm4QDREHbU&feature=fvwrel
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0n4-8CAxW88
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0n4-8CAxW88
http://www.physicsclassroom.com/class/vectors/u3l3b.cfm
http://www.physicsclassroom.com/class/vectors/u3l3b.cfm
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pNG8CAmszH0
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pNG8CAmszH0
http://dev.physicslab.org/Document.aspx?doctype=5&filename=Kinematics_UniformAccelerationVelocityTimeGraphs1.xml
http://dev.physicslab.org/Document.aspx?doctype=5&filename=Kinematics_UniformAccelerationVelocityTimeGraphs1.xml
http://dev.physicslab.org/Document.aspx?doctype=5&filename=Kinematics_UniformAccelerationVelocityTimeGraphs1.xml
http://dev.physicslab.org/Document.aspx?doctype=5&filename=Kinematics_UniformAccelerationVelocityTimeGraphs1.xml


 

 

 

 

Worksheets of experimental data on 

moving objects. 

Revision from grade 9 using: BBC 

bitesize on motion graphs: 

http://www.bbc.co.uk/schools/gcsebite

size/science/add_ocr_pre_2011/explai

ning_motion/describingmotionrev2.sht

ml 

 

Importance of homogeneity: 

http://van.physics.illinois.edu/qa/listin

g.php?id=16139 

 

Accuracy and precision; 

http://celebrating200years.noaa.gov/m

agazine/tct/tct_side1.html 

 

Random and systematic errors: 

http://www.physics.umd.edu/courses/

Phys276/Hill/Information/Notes/Error

Analysis.html 

and 

http://www2.selu.edu/Academics/Facu

lty/rallain/plab193/labinfo/Error_Anal

ysis/05_Random_vs_Systematic.html 

and 

http://level1.physics.dur.ac.uk/skills/sy

stematicerrors.php 

http://www.bbc.co.uk/schools/gcsebitesize/science/add_ocr_pre_2011/explaining_motion/describingmotionrev2.shtml
http://www.bbc.co.uk/schools/gcsebitesize/science/add_ocr_pre_2011/explaining_motion/describingmotionrev2.shtml
http://www.bbc.co.uk/schools/gcsebitesize/science/add_ocr_pre_2011/explaining_motion/describingmotionrev2.shtml
http://www.bbc.co.uk/schools/gcsebitesize/science/add_ocr_pre_2011/explaining_motion/describingmotionrev2.shtml
http://van.physics.illinois.edu/qa/listing.php?id=16139
http://van.physics.illinois.edu/qa/listing.php?id=16139
http://celebrating200years.noaa.gov/magazine/tct/tct_side1.html
http://celebrating200years.noaa.gov/magazine/tct/tct_side1.html
http://www.physics.umd.edu/courses/Phys276/Hill/Information/Notes/ErrorAnalysis.html
http://www.physics.umd.edu/courses/Phys276/Hill/Information/Notes/ErrorAnalysis.html
http://www.physics.umd.edu/courses/Phys276/Hill/Information/Notes/ErrorAnalysis.html
http://www2.selu.edu/Academics/Faculty/rallain/plab193/labinfo/Error_Analysis/05_Random_vs_Systematic.html
http://www2.selu.edu/Academics/Faculty/rallain/plab193/labinfo/Error_Analysis/05_Random_vs_Systematic.html
http://www2.selu.edu/Academics/Faculty/rallain/plab193/labinfo/Error_Analysis/05_Random_vs_Systematic.html
http://level1.physics.dur.ac.uk/skills/systematicerrors.php
http://level1.physics.dur.ac.uk/skills/systematicerrors.php


and 

http://level1.physics.dur.ac.uk/skills/ra

ndomerrors.php 

Minimising systematic errors: 

https://instruct1.cit.cornell.edu/courses

/virtual_lab/LabZero/Minimizing_Syst

ematic_Error.shtml 

Zero error: 

http://www.schoolsciencesite.com/phy

sics-quick-references/measurements-

quick-reference/measurements-quick-

reference-systematic-random-and-

zero-errors/ 

 

4 Using equations 

Precision and accuracy 

Understand difference between 

systematic   (including zero errors) 

and random errors; 

 

Meaning of error and accuracy in experimental data 

collection, show an understanding of the distinction 

between systematic errors (including zero errors) and 

random errors; 

 

Meaning and formula of relative and absolute errors; 

 

Calculate uncertainties (including graphically); 

 

Solve problems and determine error in experiment 

 

Skills: 

• Estimating uncertainties 

• Locating sources of error 

Definition of uncertainty: 

http://physics.nist.gov/cuu/Uncertainty

/basic.html 

 

Combining uncertainties: 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tk3

dip0UaFE 

 

and 

http://physics.nist.gov/cuu/Uncertainty

/combination.html 

 

Uncertainties and graphs: 

http://www.ibguides.com/physics/note

http://level1.physics.dur.ac.uk/skills/randomerrors.php
http://level1.physics.dur.ac.uk/skills/randomerrors.php
https://instruct1.cit.cornell.edu/courses/virtual_lab/LabZero/Minimizing_Systematic_Error.shtml
https://instruct1.cit.cornell.edu/courses/virtual_lab/LabZero/Minimizing_Systematic_Error.shtml
https://instruct1.cit.cornell.edu/courses/virtual_lab/LabZero/Minimizing_Systematic_Error.shtml
http://www.schoolsciencesite.com/physics-quick-references/measurements-quick-reference/measurements-quick-reference-systematic-random-and-zero-errors/
http://www.schoolsciencesite.com/physics-quick-references/measurements-quick-reference/measurements-quick-reference-systematic-random-and-zero-errors/
http://www.schoolsciencesite.com/physics-quick-references/measurements-quick-reference/measurements-quick-reference-systematic-random-and-zero-errors/
http://www.schoolsciencesite.com/physics-quick-references/measurements-quick-reference/measurements-quick-reference-systematic-random-and-zero-errors/
http://www.schoolsciencesite.com/physics-quick-references/measurements-quick-reference/measurements-quick-reference-systematic-random-and-zero-errors/
http://physics.nist.gov/cuu/Uncertainty/basic.html
http://physics.nist.gov/cuu/Uncertainty/basic.html
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tk3dip0UaFE
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tk3dip0UaFE
http://physics.nist.gov/cuu/Uncertainty/combination.html
http://physics.nist.gov/cuu/Uncertainty/combination.html
http://www.ibguides.com/physics/notes/measurement-and-uncertainties


s/measurement-and-uncertainties 

5 Significant figures 

 

Be able to determine the number of significant 

figures and the number of decimal places; 

 

 

6 Practice questions, past 

papers 

Solve problems 

 

Revision skills and self-evaluation  

 

 

7 Elements of Kinematics 

 

 

Be able to build and explain the graph of the 

dependence of the path on time, speed on time and 

acceleration on time, calculating the area under the 

speed graph from time; 

 

Learners need to know the equations    

s = ½ (u+v)t 

v = u +at 

v2 = u2 +2as 

s = ut + ½ at2  

 

 

Equations applicable only to motion with constant 

acceleration. When the acceleration is zero, s = ut. 

 

Solve problems 

 

8 Elements of Kinematics 

 

Learners need to know : 

Motion of a body thrown at an angle to the horizon 

with the observance of the algorithm for solving 

kinematics tasks. 

 

How the movement of the body along the vertical 

differs from the movement of the body thrown at an 

 

http://www.ibguides.com/physics/notes/measurement-and-uncertainties


angle to the horizon.  

 

Solve problems 

9 Ideal liquids 

Describe the ideal fluid 

model; 

Describe ideal liquid. 

Describe the ideal fluid model. 

 

Description of real processes, where different models 

are used. For example, in kinematics - the model of a 

material point, in MKT - the model of an ideal gas. 

 

The teacher informs the learners that in the 

kinematics of liquids the ideal fluid model is used 

and discusses with the learners the following 

situation:  

-exploring processes in several dissimilar liquids. 

-viscosity of the liquid; 

-heat conductivity of the liquid. 

 

Video clips showing the transition 

from laminar to turbulent flow: 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KT

EN5kwe9TM&feature=autoplay&list=

PL1EF926DF890B51E5&playnext=2 

 

 

10 Continuity equation 

 

-know the relationship between velocity, area and 

pressure of liquid; 

-know conditions of stationary flow: V1/t=V2/t, 

l1S1/t=l2S2/t, S1v1= S2v2 ; 

 

Skills: 

• Using a simple model 

• Calculating volume flow rates and flow velocities 

Zambak,  

modular_thermodinamics.pdf, p. 23, 

№52-55 (fluid mechanics) 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KTEN5kwe9TM&feature=autoplay&list=PL1EF926DF890B51E5&playnext=2
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KTEN5kwe9TM&feature=autoplay&list=PL1EF926DF890B51E5&playnext=2
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KTEN5kwe9TM&feature=autoplay&list=PL1EF926DF890B51E5&playnext=2


• Using streamlines 

Apply Bernoulli’s equations to solve problems; 

 

11 Continuity equation 

experiment  

 

Know the relationship between velocity and pressure 

of liquid;  

 

Demonstrate the equation of continuity is to attach a 

long glass tube to the end of a plastic syringe.  

 

Fill the syringe with water and push the plunger in a 

measured distance. The water rises a larger distance 

up the narrower tube.  

Direct measurements of the distance moved by the 

syringe, the increase in height in the glass tube and 

the internal diameters of tube and syringe can be used 

to test the equation. 

Students learn about the transition from laminar to 

turbulent flow and could be introduced to the 

Reynold’s number: 

Re = vr /  

Where  is the density, v the mean velocity and  the 

viscosity of the fluid.  

r is a characteristic length involved in the flow (e.g. 

the diameter of a sphere moving through a fluid or 

the diameter of a pipe containing fluid flow). 

This is a dimensionless parameter which compares 

inertial to viscous forces in the fluid. If inertial forces 

dominate the flow is likely to be turbulent, if viscous 

forces dominate it is likely to be laminar. In practice 

the transition from laminar to turbulent flow occurs 

AF p.76-77 (This unit includes a 

discussion of the Pitot tube and 

Venturi meter to measure differences 

in pressure in a liquid flowing along a 

narrowed tube).  

 

 



when Reynold’s numbers exceed about 1000. If the 

flow is disturbed the transition may take place at a 

lower value of Reynold’s number. 

 

 

12 Compulsory laboratory 

work 3 

Investigation of dependency of ball velocity on its 

radius at motion in a viscous fluid. 

 

Experimental skills 

Observations and taking results 

Testing predictions 

Experimental errors 

 

laboratory equipment 

Experiment 3 

 

13 Compulsory laboratory  

work 4 

Investigation of dependency of velocity of water 

stream on diameter of a hole. 

 

Experimental skills 

Observations and taking results 

Testing predictions 

Experimental errors 

 

laboratory equipment 

Experiment 4 

14 Compulsory laboratory  

Work 5 

 

Investigation of dependency of velocity of stream on 

height of fluid level. 

Experimental skills 

Observations and taking results 

Testing predictions 

Experimental errors 

 

laboratory equipment 

Experiment 5 



15 Continuity equation 

Solve problems; 

-know the relationship between velocity, area and 

pressure of liquid; 

-know conditions of stationary flow: V1/t=V2/t, 

l1S1/t=l2S2/t, S1v1= S2v2 ; 

 

 

16 Summative assessment 

 

  

17 Deformation of solids 

 

Research and presentation 

 

 

Know the main types of forces and list their 

characteristics  

 

1. Appreciate that deformation is caused by a force 

and that, in one dimension, the deformation can be 

tensile or compressive; 

2.Study the dependence of sliding frictional force on 

the force of pressure; 

 

 

Short video clips (no narration) linking 

material properties to use: 

http://www.bbc.co.uk/learningzone/cli

ps/materials-and-their-properties-no-

narration/2483.html 

 

Simple but useful summaries of 

different materials and how their 

properties link to applications: 

http://www.bbc.co.uk/schools/gcsebite

size/design/electronics/materialsrev1.s

html 

 

18 Resultant forces Build a graph with experimental results on forces 

affecting the body and find the resultant forces from 

the projections    

 

19 Hooke’s Law 

Experiment on Hooke s law 

Interpret graphs of force-elongation for springs. 

Understand the meaning of the slope of a force-

elongation graph. Be able to describe and analyze the 

strain diagram. 

Simulation: 

http://phet.colorado.edu/en/simulation/

mass-spring-lab 

 

http://www.bbc.co.uk/learningzone/clips/materials-and-their-properties-no-narration/2483.html
http://www.bbc.co.uk/learningzone/clips/materials-and-their-properties-no-narration/2483.html
http://www.bbc.co.uk/learningzone/clips/materials-and-their-properties-no-narration/2483.html
http://www.bbc.co.uk/schools/gcsebitesize/design/electronics/materialsrev1.shtml
http://www.bbc.co.uk/schools/gcsebitesize/design/electronics/materialsrev1.shtml
http://www.bbc.co.uk/schools/gcsebitesize/design/electronics/materialsrev1.shtml
http://phet.colorado.edu/en/simulation/mass-spring-lab
http://phet.colorado.edu/en/simulation/mass-spring-lab


Solving problems on Hooke’s Law and graph 

drawing and interpretation. 

Describe the behavior of springs in terms of load, 

extension, elastic limit, Hooke’s law and the spring 

constant (i.e. force per unit extension); 

 

Interpret graphs of force-elongation for springs. 

Understand the meaning of the slope of a force-

elongation graph. 

 

Solving problems on Hooke’s Law and graph 

drawing and interpretation. 

20 Stress, strain and the Young 

Modulus 

 

Problem solving 

 

Define and use the terms stress, strain and the Young 

modulus; 

Be able to determine the relative elongation, 

mechanical stress and Young's modulus in solving 

problems.   

Solve problems on Young Modulus 

Table of values of the Young modulus 

for a wide range of materials: 

http://www.engineeringtoolbox.com/y

oung-modulus-d_417.html 

 

Bridge design: 

http://science.howstuffworks.com/engi

neering/civil/bridge1.htm 

 

21 Compulsory laboratory  

work 6 

 

Determination of Young 

modulus 

Describe an experiment to determine the Young 

modulus of a metal in the form of a wire; 

 

Skills: 

• Precise measurements using vernier callipers etc.. 

• Research into material properties and uses 

• Estimation of uncertainties in Y.M. 

Here is a useful resource from the 

‘Teaching advanced physics’ (TAP) 

site discussing practical approaches to 

the measurement of the young 

modulus:  

www.nationalstemcentre.org.uk/elibra

ry/file/4398/mech_228-0.doc 

http://www.engineeringtoolbox.com/young-modulus-d_417.html
http://www.engineeringtoolbox.com/young-modulus-d_417.html
http://science.howstuffworks.com/engineering/civil/bridge1.htm
http://science.howstuffworks.com/engineering/civil/bridge1.htm
http://www.nationalstemcentre.org.uk/elibrary/file/4398/mech_228-0.doc
http://www.nationalstemcentre.org.uk/elibrary/file/4398/mech_228-0.doc


  

22 Presentation of experimental 

results. 

 

Present the results of their experiment to the class.  

23 Gravitational fields and 

forces 

 

Gravitational force and Newton’s Law of Universal 

Gravitation; 

Be able to analyze and calculate the circular orbits 

and space velocities from the law of universal 

gravitation and the second law of Newton; 

Understand the form of an Inverse Square Law; 

 

Gravitational field as a vector field; 

Earth’s gravitational field can be approximated to a 

nearly uniform field near the surface of the planet; 

Relationship between gravitational field and 

gravitational force;  

 

24 Gravitational fields 

 

Solve problems; 

 

Define gravitational potential energy; Be able to use 

the formula of the universal law of gravitation 

 

 𝐹 = 𝐺
𝑚1𝑚2

𝑟2
 

 

Apply Newton's second law for a resting body;  

Define potential at a point as the work done in 

bringing unit mass from infinity to the point; 

 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pN

G8CAmszH0 

Malus’ Law: 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ew

9JNYwUtIo 

Crossed polaroids: 

http://hyperphysics.phy-

astr.gsu.edu/hbase/phyopt/polcross.ht

ml 

25 Problem solving on 

gravitational fields and work 

done  

Relate work done by a conservative field with the 

potential; 

Solve problems using the equation ϕ=-GM/r for the 

Crossed polaroids: 

http://hyperphysics.phy-

astr.gsu.edu/hbase/phyopt/polcross.ht

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pNG8CAmszH0
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pNG8CAmszH0
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ew9JNYwUtIo
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ew9JNYwUtIo
http://hyperphysics.phy-astr.gsu.edu/hbase/phyopt/polcross.html
http://hyperphysics.phy-astr.gsu.edu/hbase/phyopt/polcross.html
http://hyperphysics.phy-astr.gsu.edu/hbase/phyopt/polcross.html
http://hyperphysics.phy-astr.gsu.edu/hbase/phyopt/polcross.html
http://hyperphysics.phy-astr.gsu.edu/hbase/phyopt/polcross.html


potential in the field of a point mass; 

 

Contrast the 1/r dependence of ϕ with the 1/r2 

dependence of g. 

 

Link between field and potential. 

The equation g = - ΔGPE/Δx (field strength = 

negative potential gradient) could be introduced; 

 

Apply Newton's second law for a moving body; 

Predict the behavior of a body on an inclined plane if 

the body weight, angle of inclination and coefficient 

of friction are known. And further to check their 

conclusions experimentally. 

 

Understand and remind: 

• Newton’s first law of motion 

• Newton’s second law of motion 

• The vector nature of velocity 

• The vector nature of acceleration and force 

• Newton’s law of gravitation 

• Uniform circular motion 

 

ml 

26 Laws of Conservation   

Force and linear momentum 

 

 

Define linear momentum as the product of mass and 

velocity; 

 

Define resultant force as rate of change of 

momentum; 

This video clip celebrates 50 years of 

the three-point seat belt: 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qd

1qw0J0X7M 

 

http://hyperphysics.phy-astr.gsu.edu/hbase/phyopt/polcross.html
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qd1qw0J0X7M
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qd1qw0J0X7M


 

 

Here is an interesting video showing 

how nuclear flasks were tested in 

collisions (it could serve as stimulus 

material for further discussion of 

conservation laws): 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1m

HtOW-OBO4&feature=related 

 

27 Conservation of linear 

momentum 

 

State the principle of conservation of momentum; 

Apply the law of conservation of momentum for 

solving problems on inelastic collisions; (knowledge 

of the concept of coefficient of restitution is not 

required); 

 

Skills: 

• Synthesising previous ideas (Newton’s laws) 

• Using vectors 

• Algebraic manipulation 

 

Solve problems 

Law of conservation of momentum  

http://physics.tutorvista.com/momentu

m/conservation-of-momentum.html 

and 

http://www.physicsclassroom.com/cla

ss/momentum/u4l2b.cfm 

and 

http://www.brighthubengineering.com

/thermodynamics/111344-

understanding-the-conservation-of-

momentum-principle/#imgn_0 

 

28 Impulse  

 

 

Define and explain impulse.  

Solve problems; 

 

29 Experimental measurements 

of velocity 

 

Experimental tests of the laws 

Apply the law of conservation of momentum to solve 

problems, apply the law of conservation of energy to 

solve problems; 

 

 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1mHtOW-OBO4&feature=related
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1mHtOW-OBO4&feature=related
http://physics.tutorvista.com/momentum/conservation-of-momentum.html
http://physics.tutorvista.com/momentum/conservation-of-momentum.html
http://www.physicsclassroom.com/class/momentum/u4l2b.cfm
http://www.physicsclassroom.com/class/momentum/u4l2b.cfm
http://www.brighthubengineering.com/thermodynamics/111344-understanding-the-conservation-of-momentum-principle/#imgn_0
http://www.brighthubengineering.com/thermodynamics/111344-understanding-the-conservation-of-momentum-principle/#imgn_0
http://www.brighthubengineering.com/thermodynamics/111344-understanding-the-conservation-of-momentum-principle/#imgn_0
http://www.brighthubengineering.com/thermodynamics/111344-understanding-the-conservation-of-momentum-principle/#imgn_0


of conservation of momentum 

and conservation (or non-

conservation) of kinetic 

energy 

 

Measure the velocity of trolleys on a runway using 

Pasco equipment; 

 

Measurements of velocities of objects before and 

after collision (either perfectly or partly inelastic) can 

be used to test the law of conservation of energy and 

momentum; 

 

30 Problem solving and sample 

questions. Revision of basic 

ideas and concepts. 

 

Apply the law of conservation of momentum to solve 

problems, apply the law of conservation of energy to 

solve problems; 

 

 

31 Summative assessment 

 

  

Third Term 

Unit 3А: Oscillations and Waves (SHM and resonance) 

32 Oscillations and waves  

 

Compulsory laboratory  

work 7  

 

Recognize oscillations in everyday life 

 

Describe simple examples of free oscillations; 

 

Investigate the motion of an oscillator using 

experimental and graphical methods; Investigation of 

mathematical pendulum oscillations 

 

 

 



33 Compulsory laboratory  

work 8: 

 

Understand and use the terms amplitude, period, 

frequency, angular frequency and phase difference 

and express the period in terms of both frequency and 

angular frequency; 

Represent period using frequency and angular 

frequency; 

Investigation of spring pendulum oscillations 

 

Pendulum Lab (University of 

Colorado) 

http://phet.colorado.edu/sims/pendulu

m-lab/pendulum-lab_en.html 

 

34 Simple harmonic motion 

 

 

 

Determine the characteristics of the oscillatory 

motion from the harmonic oscillation equation x = 

xmaxsinωt to draw the oscillation diagram; 

   

Skills: 

• Graphical interpretation 

• Use of simulations / virtual laboratory 

 

Springs (University of Colorado): 

http://phet.colorado.edu/en/simulation/

mass-spring-lab 

 

35 Simple harmonic motion Recognise and use the equations x=xmaxsinωt and 

a=-ω2x;  

Be able to determine the laws of velocity and 

acceleration change over time based on the equation 

of the time dependence of the coordinate;     

 

Recognise and use the equation v=vmaxcosωt; 

 

Describe energy conversion during oscillations; 

 

The simulation below (from the 

School of Physics at the University of 

New South Wales) is useful for 

linking SHM to circular motion: 

http://www.animations.physics.unsw.e

du.au/jw/SHM.htm 

 

http://phet.colorado.edu/sims/pendulum-lab/pendulum-lab_en.html
http://phet.colorado.edu/sims/pendulum-lab/pendulum-lab_en.html
http://phet.colorado.edu/en/simulation/mass-spring-lab
http://phet.colorado.edu/en/simulation/mass-spring-lab
http://www.animations.physics.unsw.edu.au/jw/SHM.htm
http://www.animations.physics.unsw.edu.au/jw/SHM.htm


Draw and interpret position-time, velocity-time, 

acceleration-time, total energy-time, kinetic energy-

time and potential energy-time graphs for SHM; 

 

 

36 Solve problems on Simple 

harmonic motion 

 

Describe changes in the coordinate, velocity, and acceleration in 

harmonic oscillations using graphs ; 

   

Recall types of pendulums and describe their forms oscillations;  

 

Solve problems on SHM 

 

Interpret, draw and understand graphs on SHM 

 

Here is a clip of a double pendulum. 

This is for discussion only – it exhibits 

chaotic motion and is a good example 

of how very complex motions can 

arise from simple underlying laws: 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=U3

9RMUzCjiU&feature=related 

 

37 Forced oscillations and 

resonance 

 

Describe the graph of the phenomenon of resonance 

and understand the condition for resonance;    

 

Research and presentation, by groups, in order to: 

1. Describe graphically how the amplitude of a 

forced oscillation changes with frequency near to the 

natural frequency of the system, and understand 

qualitatively the factors that determine the frequency 

response and sharpness of the resonance; 

2. Show an appreciation that there are some 

circumstances in which resonance is useful and other 

circumstances in which resonance should be avoided; 

 

Skills: 

This applet shows the mathematical 

model for a damped oscillator and 

allows you to control the parameters 

for a mass-spring system. 

http://chair.pa.msu.edu/applets/dampe

d/d.htm 

 

This video from the University of 

Southern California shows how  wine 

glass can be shattered by resonance: 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=17t

qXgvCN0E 

 

Video «Pendulum of Barton» 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=U39RMUzCjiU&feature=related
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=U39RMUzCjiU&feature=related
http://chair.pa.msu.edu/applets/damped/d.htm
http://chair.pa.msu.edu/applets/damped/d.htm
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=17tqXgvCN0E
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=17tqXgvCN0E


• Independent investigations, Independent research 

and feedback 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k

ODOL-QBzSM 

Observation of resonance    

http://www.animations.physics.unsw.e

du.au/labs/oscillations/oscillations_lab

.html#cantilever 

 

38 Compulsory laboratory  

work 9; 

 

Formative Assessment 

Investigate the characteristics of damped oscillations; 

 

Describe the graph of the phenomenon of resonance 

and understand the condition for resonance; 

 

Oscillations of the pendulum of Barton (a sequence 

of light coupled mathematical pendulums of a 

gradually increasing length connected to a common 

horizontal rope and under the influence of a heavier 

pendulum of intermediate length). Oscillations of the 

system for three cases, changing the length of a string 

of a heavier pendulum. 

 

These simulations from the university 

of Colorado are quite sophisticated but 

could be useful for demonstrations: 

http://phet.colorado.edu/en/simulation/

resonance 

 

This clip shows how dampers can be 

used to reduce the effect of an 

earthquake as it shakes a building: 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xp

2pGxFzrzI 

 

39 Molecular physics  

 

Describe the molecular-kinetic theory (MKT) and the 

model of an ideal gas; 

http://hyperphysics.phy- 

astr.gsu.edu/hbase/surten.html и 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=u5

AxlJSiEEs 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v= 

XHImuiE0Yw 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Fb

Wf3EJDkQ8 и 

http://hyperphysics.phy-

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kODOL-QBzSM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kODOL-QBzSM
http://www.animations.physics.unsw.edu.au/labs/oscillations/oscillations_lab.html#cantilever
http://www.animations.physics.unsw.edu.au/labs/oscillations/oscillations_lab.html#cantilever
http://www.animations.physics.unsw.edu.au/labs/oscillations/oscillations_lab.html#cantilever
http://phet.colorado.edu/en/simulation/resonance
http://phet.colorado.edu/en/simulation/resonance
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xp2pGxFzrzI
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xp2pGxFzrzI
http://hyperphysics.phy/
http://www.youtube.com/watc
http://www.youtube.com/watc
http://www.youtube.com/watc
http://www.youtube.com/watc
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FbWf3EJDkQ8
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FbWf3EJDkQ8
http://hyperphysics.phy-astr.gsu.edu/hbase/surten2.html


astr.gsu.edu/hbase/surten2.html 

40 Fundamentals of Gas laws 

linked to pressure 

 

Explain the nature of the pressure in gases and derive 

the equation  p=1/3 nm_0  〖〈v〉〗^2; 

Conclusion: 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Cm

erWVk0ZaI 

 

Zambak, 

Modular_thermodinamics_pdf, p. 122 

 

41 Fundamentals of Gas laws 

continued.  

 

Mean-Square-Velocity. 

Students describe kinetic model and model of ideal 

gas; Apply the equation of state of an ideal gas in the 

form pV = νRT for solving problems; 

 

Students explain the kinetic theory in the most 

general sense and then explain what is meant by an 

ideal gas in terms of the forces acting on the 

molecules and their volumes. Students can explain 

the principles of kinetic model; 

 

Recall and understand the terms mean-square 

velocity, saturated and unsaturated vapors, surface 

tension, capillary effect; 

 

Students explain how molecular movement causes 

the pressure exerted by a gas and hence deduce the 

relationship:  p =
1

3
nm0〈v〉2 to define Ideal Gas 

Law. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Partial 

pressure 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tT

GehRESHmA и 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ff

VJg2BSXpQ 

http://www.chemguide.co.uk/physical/

kt/idealgases.html и 

http://homepage.smc.edu/galloglyetha

n/files/ideal% 20gas% 20law 

20derivation.pdf% 

http://www.chem.ufl.edu/ ~ 

itl/4411/lectures/lec e.html 

42 Ideal gas laws, Kinetic model Students in deduce the relationship   pV = NRT Theory  

https://opentextbc.ca/introductoryche

http://hyperphysics.phy-astr.gsu.edu/hbase/surten2.html
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CmerWVk0ZaI
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CmerWVk0ZaI
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/PHYPERLINK%20%22http:/en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Partial_pressure%22artial%20pressure
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/PHYPERLINK%20%22http:/en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Partial_pressure%22artial%20pressure
http://www.youtube.com/watc
http://www.youtube.com/watc
http://www.youtube.com/watc
http://www.chemguide.co.uk/
http://homepage.smc.edu/gal
http://homepage.smc.edu/gallogly_ethan/files/ideal%20gas%20law%20derivation.pdf
http://www.chem.ufl.edu/
http://www.chem.ufl.edu/~itl/4411/lectures/lec_e.html
https://opentextbc.ca/introductorychemistry/chapter/kinetic-molecular-theory-of-gases-2/


and molecules, Fundamentals 

of Gas laws 

G Different groups could be asked to see if they can 

combine the three ideal gas laws into a single 

relationship. The should find the relationship: 

pV ∝ T 

W A simple thought experiment can show that; 

pV/T ∝ N or m 

 

Compare 𝒑𝑽 = 𝟏/𝟑 𝑵𝒎_𝟎 〈𝒗〉^𝟐 and 𝐩𝐕 =  𝐍𝐤𝐓 

and, hence deduce that the average translational 

kinetic energy of a molecule is proportional to Т; 

mistry/chapter/kinetic-molecular-

theory-of-gases-2/ 

and 

http://www.mikeblaber.org/oldwine/ch

m1045/notes/Gases/Kinetic/Gases08.h

tm 

Tasks  

http://studylib.net/doc/5885775/02-

kinetic-theory-of-gases-practice-

problem 

43 Ideal gas laws, Kinetic model 

and molecules, Fundamentals 

of Gas laws 

Compare the mean square velocity of: 
- gas molecules at different temperatures; 

- Molecules of different gases at the same 

temperature. 

Mean square velocity 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Yz

HWt9QT98s 

Motion of molecules: 

http://www.chem.ufl.edu/~itl/2045/lec

tures/lec_d.html   

 

Zambak, 

Modular_thermodinamics_pdf, p. 59, 

№55, p35, №26,27 

44 Isoprocessess Describe isoprocesses using graphs; 

 

Students can recall graphs of isoprocesses; 

 

http://www.patana.ac.th/secondary/sci

ence/anrophysics/nt 

opic10/commentary.htm # idealgasи 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CU

zkSeX8C2g 

45 Problem Solving Critical skills and problem solving skills are used by 

students to solve problems.  

 

 

https://opentextbc.ca/introductorychemistry/chapter/kinetic-molecular-theory-of-gases-2/
https://opentextbc.ca/introductorychemistry/chapter/kinetic-molecular-theory-of-gases-2/
http://www.mikeblaber.org/oldwine/chm1045/notes/Gases/Kinetic/Gases08.htm
http://www.mikeblaber.org/oldwine/chm1045/notes/Gases/Kinetic/Gases08.htm
http://www.mikeblaber.org/oldwine/chm1045/notes/Gases/Kinetic/Gases08.htm
http://studylib.net/doc/5885775/02-kinetic-theory-of-gases-practice-problem
http://studylib.net/doc/5885775/02-kinetic-theory-of-gases-practice-problem
http://studylib.net/doc/5885775/02-kinetic-theory-of-gases-practice-problem
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YzHWt9QT98s
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YzHWt9QT98s
http://www.chem.ufl.edu/~itl/2045/lectures/lec_d.html
http://www.chem.ufl.edu/~itl/2045/lectures/lec_d.html
http://www.patana.ac.th/secondary/science/anrophysics/ntopic10/commentary.htm%23idealgas
http://www.youtube.com/watcHYPERLINK%20%22http:/www.youtube.com/watch?v=CUzkSeX8C2g%22h?v=CUzkSeX8C2g
http://www.youtube.com/watcHYPERLINK%20%22http:/www.youtube.com/watch?v=CUzkSeX8C2g%22h?v=CUzkSeX8C2g


46 Laws of thermodynamics 

 

Students understand and apply first law of 

thermodynamics; They can Explain that this law is 

equivalent to the principle of the conservation of 

energy. 

State it in the form ΔU = ΔQ – pΔV 

 

According to the Kelvin-Planck statement: 

No device is possible whose sole effect is to 

transform a given amount of heat completely into 

work. 

An ideal heat engine can be discussed too. Then, the 

2nd Law of Thermodynamics can be mentioned in a 

Refrigerators (air conditioner) topic. 

http://www.lsbu.ac.uk/biology 

/biolchem/thermod.htmlи 

http://www.grc.nasa.gov/WWW/k- 

12/airplane/thermo1 .htmlи 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=l7o

KHLQvYTc 

http://www.allaboutscience.or 

g/second-law-of- thermodynamics.htm 

и 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eya

oJuGt DQ 

47 Work done calculations 

 

Problem Solving 

Critical skills and problem solving skills are used by 

students to solve problems. 

Be able to determine the work of gas analytically and 

graphically; 

 

Difference  

http://www.britannica.com/EBchecked

/topic/591572/thermodynamics/25854

3/Isothermal-and-adiabatic-processes 

Graph  

http://www.antonine-

education.co.uk/Pages/Physics_5_Opti

ons/Applied_Physics/APP_03/Applied

_physics_3.htm 

Zambak, 

Modular_thermodinamics_pdf, p. 105, 

№16-19, 

 

48 Laws of thermodynamics 

 

Second law of 

Discuss that the 2nd Law of Thermodynamics is a 

statement about which processes occur in nature and 

which do not. It can be stated in a variety of ways, all 

2nd Law of Thermodynamics can be 

mentioned in a Heat Engines topic. 

http://www.lsbu.ac.uk/biology/biolchem/thermod.html
http://www.lsbu.ac.uk/biology/biolchem/thermod.html
http://www.grc.nasa.gov/WWHYPERLINK%20%22http:/www.grc.nasa.gov/WWW/k-12/airplane/thermo1.html%22W/k-
http://www.grc.nasa.gov/WWW/k-12/airplane/thermo1.html
http://www.youtube.com/watcHYPERLINK%20%22http:/www.youtube.com/watch?v=l7oKHLQvYTc%22h?v=l7oKHLQHYPERLINK%20%22http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=l7oKHLQvYTc%22vYTc
http://www.youtube.com/watcHYPERLINK%20%22http:/www.youtube.com/watch?v=l7oKHLQvYTc%22h?v=l7oKHLQHYPERLINK%20%22http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=l7oKHLQvYTc%22vYTc
http://www.allaboutscience.or/
http://www.youtube.com/watcHYPERLINK%20%22http:/www.youtube.com/watch?v=eyaoJuGt_DQ%22h?v=eyaoJuGt%20DQ
http://www.youtube.com/watcHYPERLINK%20%22http:/www.youtube.com/watch?v=eyaoJuGt_DQ%22h?v=eyaoJuGt%20DQ
http://www.britannica.com/EBchecked/topic/591572/thermodynamics/258543/Isothermal-and-adiabatic-processes
http://www.britannica.com/EBchecked/topic/591572/thermodynamics/258543/Isothermal-and-adiabatic-processes
http://www.britannica.com/EBchecked/topic/591572/thermodynamics/258543/Isothermal-and-adiabatic-processes
http://www.antonine-education.co.uk/Pages/Physics_5_Options/Applied_Physics/APP_03/Applied_physics_3.htm
http://www.antonine-education.co.uk/Pages/Physics_5_Options/Applied_Physics/APP_03/Applied_physics_3.htm
http://www.antonine-education.co.uk/Pages/Physics_5_Options/Applied_Physics/APP_03/Applied_physics_3.htm
http://www.antonine-education.co.uk/Pages/Physics_5_Options/Applied_Physics/APP_03/Applied_physics_3.htm


thermodynamics of which are equivalent.  

 

Understand and apply the second law of 

thermodynamics; 

 

For example : 

It is impossible to completely convert thermal energy 

into work. In other words, no heat engine can have an 

efficiency of 100%. (Kelvin-Planck statement) 

Heat can flow spontaneously from a hot object to a 

cold object; heat will not flow spontaneously from a 

cold object to a hot object. (Clausius statement) 

 

Discuss that the 2nd Law of Thermodynamics is a 

statement about which processes occur in nature and 

which do not. It can be stated in a variety of ways, all 

of which are equivalent. For example : 

• It is impossible to completely convert thermal 

energy into work. In other words, no heat engine can 

have an efficiency of 100%. (Kelvin-Planck 

statement) 

• Heat can flow spontaneously from a hot 

object to a cold object (Clausius statement). 

  
According to the Kelvin-Planck 

statement: 

No device is possible whose sole 

effect is to transform a given amount 

of heat completely into work. 

An ideal heat engine can be discussed 

too. Then, the 2nd Law of 

Thermodynamics can be mentioned in 

a Refrigerator (air conditioner) topic 

too. 

 
According to the Clausius statement 

no device is possible whose sole effect 

is to transfer heat from one system at a 

temperature TL into a second system at 

a higher temperature TH.  

 

49 Adiabatic processes Distinguish graphs of adiabatic and isothermal 

processes; 

 

Compare and discuss the graphs of isothermal and 

adiabatic processes and answer a number of leading 

Difference  

http://www.britannica.com/EBchecked

/topic/591572/thermodynamics/25854

3/Isothermal-and-adiabatic-processes 

Graph  

http://www.britannica.com/EBchecked/topic/591572/thermodynamics/258543/Isothermal-and-adiabatic-processes
http://www.britannica.com/EBchecked/topic/591572/thermodynamics/258543/Isothermal-and-adiabatic-processes
http://www.britannica.com/EBchecked/topic/591572/thermodynamics/258543/Isothermal-and-adiabatic-processes


questions; http://www.antonine-

education.co.uk/Pages/Physics_5_Opti

ons/Applied_Physics/APP_03/Applied

_physics_3.htm 

 

http://referatwork.ru/category/standarti

zatsiya/view/461550_metod_paletki 

50 Heat engines and efficiency 

of heat engines; 
Understand and describe principles of work of heat 

engines and apply formulas for calculating the 

efficiency of heat engines;   
 

Heat engines: 

http://physics.bu.edu/ ~ 

duffy/py105/Heatengines.html 

and  

http://galileo.phys.virginia.edu/classes/

152.mf1i.spring02/CarnotEngine.htm 

Heat engines and the 2nd Law:  

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DH

UwFuHuCdw 

Efficiency  

http://www.saburchill.com/physics/ch

apters/0122.html 

and  

http://www.physlink.com/education/as

kexperts/ae280.cfm 

Zambak, 

Modular_thermodinamics_pdf, p. 108, 

№57-61, 67-71, 

 Summative assessment 

 
  

51 Geometrical Optics, Spherical 

mirrors; (concave mirrors) 

 

Apply the laws of geometrical optics: rectilinear 

propagation of light, reflection, refraction; 

 

Bending Light 

https://phet.colorado.edu/sims/html/be

nding-light/latest/bending-

light_en.html  

http://www.antonine-education.co.uk/Pages/Physics_5_Options/Applied_Physics/APP_03/Applied_physics_3.htm
http://www.antonine-education.co.uk/Pages/Physics_5_Options/Applied_Physics/APP_03/Applied_physics_3.htm
http://www.antonine-education.co.uk/Pages/Physics_5_Options/Applied_Physics/APP_03/Applied_physics_3.htm
http://www.antonine-education.co.uk/Pages/Physics_5_Options/Applied_Physics/APP_03/Applied_physics_3.htm
http://referatwork.ru/category/standartizatsiya/view/461550_metod_paletki
http://referatwork.ru/category/standartizatsiya/view/461550_metod_paletki
http://physics.bu.edu/~duffy/py105/Heatengines.html
http://physics.bu.edu/~duffy/py105/Heatengines.html
http://galileo.phys.virginia.edu/classes/152.mf1i.spring02/CarnotEngine.htm
http://galileo.phys.virginia.edu/classes/152.mf1i.spring02/CarnotEngine.htm
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DHUwFuHuCdw
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DHUwFuHuCdw
http://www.saburchill.com/physics/chapters/0122.html
http://www.saburchill.com/physics/chapters/0122.html
http://www.physlink.com/education/askexperts/ae280.cfm
http://www.physlink.com/education/askexperts/ae280.cfm
https://phet.colorado.edu/sims/html/bending-light/latest/bending-light_en.html
https://phet.colorado.edu/sims/html/bending-light/latest/bending-light_en.html
https://phet.colorado.edu/sims/html/bending-light/latest/bending-light_en.html


Investigate the laws of geometrical optics: rectilinear 

light propagation, reflection and refraction. 

 

Understand the formulas of refraction  

n1sin  = n2 sin  

 

 

   

Tasks on refraction  

Snell's Law Worksheet - Northeast 

High School     

 

52 Refractive index 

 

Absolute and relative 

refractive index      

 

Distinguish between the concepts of absolute and 

relative refractive index; 

 

 

Refraction ray simulator  

http://phet.colorado.edu/en/simulation/

bending-light  

An invisible man  

http://tap.iop.org/vibration/reflection/3

17/file_46716.doc  

Workshop for a class on the topic 

Simple spectrum    

www.nuffieldfoundation.org/ - 

Practical physics / simple spectrum  

 

53 Total Internal Reflection 

 

Students measure the refractive indices of glass or 

plexiglass; 

 

Describe the phenomenon of total internal light 

reflection; 

     

 

https://twig-bilim.kz/film/fibre-optics-

1440/ 

The law of total reflection  

https://www.bilimland.kz/en/content/st

ructure/786-optics#lesson=10628 

54 Refraction of light in a plane-

parallel plate; 

Students are able to solve problems on refraction of 

light in a plane-parallel plate; 

Examples of solving problems in a 

plane-parallel plate and a triangular 

prism     

http://phet.colorado.edu/en/simulation/bending-light
http://phet.colorado.edu/en/simulation/bending-light
http://tap.iop.org/vibration/reflection/317/file_46716.doc
http://tap.iop.org/vibration/reflection/317/file_46716.doc
http://www.nuffieldfoundation.org/
https://twig-bilim.kz/film/fibre-optics-1440/
https://twig-bilim.kz/film/fibre-optics-1440/
https://www.bilimland.kz/en/content/structure/786-optics#lesson=10628
https://www.bilimland.kz/en/content/structure/786-optics#lesson=10628


 

Students should be able to recall the equation with 

the refractive index, the angle of incidence and the 

angle of refraction, and should be able to solve 

problems associated with refraction of light in 

rectangular blocks, determining the numerical value 

of the displacement of the light ray from the original 

direction of propagation.        

http://srjcstaff.santarosa.edu/~lwillia2/

41/41hwch35key.pdf 

The law of refraction, the practical use 

of semicircular blocks (you can also 

use rectangular blocks)  

www.nuffieldfoundation.org /-

практическая физика / закон 

преломления 

 

55 Refraction in prisms and 

blocks and glass slabs. 

 

Students can explain Be able to solve problems on 

the refraction of light in a triangular prism; 

Examples of solving problems in a 

plane-parallel plate and a triangular 

prism   

http://srjcstaff.santarosa.edu/~lwillia2/

41/41hwch35key.pdf 

 

56  To be able to solve problems on application of the 

thin lens formula; 

 

Students can compare images obtained with lenses 

and write a report showing similarities and 

differences in terms of size, type and position of the 

image.    

 

Students can experimentally determine the focal 

length of a biconvex lens in two ways: by direct 

measurement and using a formula. Radii of curvature 

can be found by searching for weak reflections from 

each surface. 

Lens simulator  

http://phet.colorado.edu/en/simulation/

geometric-optics  

 

 List with tasks (real is positive) 

http://phet.colorado.edu/files/activities

/3159/Ray% 20Optics% 20PhET% 

20Lab.doc 

or  

http://phet.colorado.edu/files/activities

/2881/geometric 20optics_phet.doc% 

A workshop for learners on formation 

of images using a lens   

www.nuffieldfoundation.org/practical-

physics/image-formation-lens 

http://srjcstaff.santarosa.edu/~lwillia2/41/41hwch35key.pdf
http://srjcstaff.santarosa.edu/~lwillia2/41/41hwch35key.pdf
http://www.nuffieldfoundation.org/practical-physics/law-refraction
http://www.nuffieldfoundation.org/practical-physics/law-refraction
http://www.nuffieldfoundation.org/practical-physics/law-refraction
http://srjcstaff.santarosa.edu/~lwillia2/41/41hwch35key.pdf
http://srjcstaff.santarosa.edu/~lwillia2/41/41hwch35key.pdf
http://phet.colorado.edu/en/simulation/geometric-optics
http://phet.colorado.edu/en/simulation/geometric-optics
http://phet.colorado.edu/files/activities/3159/Ray%20Optics%20PhET%20Lab.doc
http://phet.colorado.edu/files/activities/3159/Ray%20Optics%20PhET%20Lab.doc
http://phet.colorado.edu/files/activities/3159/Ray%20Optics%20PhET%20Lab.doc
http://phet.colorado.edu/files/activities/2881/geometric%20optics_phet.doc
http://phet.colorado.edu/files/activities/2881/geometric%20optics_phet.doc
http://www.nuffieldfoundation.org/practical-physics/image-formation-lens
http://www.nuffieldfoundation.org/practical-physics/image-formation-lens


Lenses  

https://www.bilimland.kz/en/content/l

esson/10625-lens 

 

57 Experimental work: 

Investigation of the formula 

of a thin lens and the rules 

used, as well as terms such as 

real, virtual, enlarged, 

reduced, upright, inverted. 

 

Practical and experimental skills in using the ‘Thin 

lens’ formulae:  

                   

1/f =1/di+1/dо   

Lens simulator  

http://phet.colorado.edu/en/simulation/

geometric-optics  

 

 List with tasks (real is positive) 

http://phet.colorado.edu/files/activities

/3159/Ray% 20Optics% 20PhET% 

20Lab.doc 

or  

http://phet.colorado.edu/files/activities

/2881/geometric 20optics_phet.doc% 

A workshop for learners on formation 

of images using a lens   

www.nuffieldfoundation.org/practical-

physics/image-formation-lens 

Lenses  

https://www.bilimland.kz/en/content/l

esson/10625-lens 

 

 

58 Summative assessment 

 

.  

59 Wave optics  

 

Explain the refraction of light using the principle of 

Huygens; 

 

Refraction animation using Huygens 

principle  

www.walter-

fendt.de/ph14e/huygenspr.htm 

https://www.bilimland.kz/en/content/lesson/10625-lens
https://www.bilimland.kz/en/content/lesson/10625-lens
http://phet.colorado.edu/en/simulation/geometric-optics
http://phet.colorado.edu/en/simulation/geometric-optics
http://phet.colorado.edu/files/activities/3159/Ray%20Optics%20PhET%20Lab.doc
http://phet.colorado.edu/files/activities/3159/Ray%20Optics%20PhET%20Lab.doc
http://phet.colorado.edu/files/activities/3159/Ray%20Optics%20PhET%20Lab.doc
http://phet.colorado.edu/files/activities/2881/geometric%20optics_phet.doc
http://phet.colorado.edu/files/activities/2881/geometric%20optics_phet.doc
http://www.nuffieldfoundation.org/practical-physics/image-formation-lens
http://www.nuffieldfoundation.org/practical-physics/image-formation-lens
https://www.bilimland.kz/en/content/lesson/10625-lens
https://www.bilimland.kz/en/content/lesson/10625-lens
http://www.walter-fendt.de/ph14e/huygenspr.htm
http://www.walter-fendt.de/ph14e/huygenspr.htm


Students can explain how the waves as well as rays 

refract and reflect, by the use of a ripple tank or 

simulation or by a toy car that runs, at an angle, into 

a slower region, such as sand, and changes direction 

(one wheel slows down). 

Demonstration apparatus for refraction  

 

www.nuffieldfoundation.org/practical-

physics/refraction-ripples-entering-

shallow-water 

Observation of refraction, for learners  

https://bilimland.kz/ru/#lesson=10911  

http://tap.iop.org/vibration/reflection/3

17/file_46717.dochttp://tap.iop.org/vib

ration/reflectio n/317/page 46713.html 

 

60 Travelling waves 

 

Understand experiments demonstrating interference 

from two sources using water, light and microwaves; 

 

Observe two sources of interference with water 

waves either with a ripple tank or online simulation 

or both, and then show the proof of the Young’s slit 

formula. 

 

Students can estimate the wavelength of light using a 

Young’s double slits experiment. They should realise 

the difficulty of the experiment and later compare 

their estimate with a value of wavelength found with 

a diffraction grating. 

 

Students can explain interference of sound from two 

speakers connected to the same signal generator; 

 

Modelling: 

http://phet.colorado.edu/en/simulation/

wave-interference 

Worksheet on phase difference: 

http://tap.iop.org/vibration/superpostio

n/320/file_46743.doc 

Plastic wave model: 

www.nuffieldfoundation.org/practical-

physics/interference-plastic-wave-

model  

 

 

Learner simulation coherence:  

http://spie.org/Documents/Courses/Ed

ucation_Outreach/laserlight.pdf 

Simulation of interference: 

http://phet.colorado.edu/en/simulation/

wave-interference 

Details on experiments on Young’s 

http://www.nuffieldfoundation.org/practical-physics/refraction-ripples-entering-shallow-water
http://www.nuffieldfoundation.org/practical-physics/refraction-ripples-entering-shallow-water
http://www.nuffieldfoundation.org/practical-physics/refraction-ripples-entering-shallow-water
https://bilimland.kz/ru/#lesson=10911
http://tap.iop.org/vibration/reflection/317/file_46717.doc
http://tap.iop.org/vibration/reflection/317/file_46717.doc
http://tap.iop.org/vibration/reflectio
http://tap.iop.org/vibration/reflectio
http://tap.iop.org/vibration/reflection/317/page_46713.html
http://phet.colorado.edu/en/simulation/wave-interference
http://phet.colorado.edu/en/simulation/wave-interference
http://tap.iop.org/vibration/superpostion/320/file_46743.doc
http://tap.iop.org/vibration/superpostion/320/file_46743.doc
http://www.nuffieldfoundation.org/practical-physics/interference-plastic-wave-model
http://www.nuffieldfoundation.org/practical-physics/interference-plastic-wave-model
http://www.nuffieldfoundation.org/practical-physics/interference-plastic-wave-model
http://spie.org/Documents/Courses/Education_Outreach/laserlight.pdf
http://spie.org/Documents/Courses/Education_Outreach/laserlight.pdf
http://phet.colorado.edu/en/simulation/wave-interference
http://phet.colorado.edu/en/simulation/wave-interference


slits with light, sound, water and 

microwaves:  

www.nuffieldfoundation.org/practical-

physics/youngs-slits 

Apparatus is available from a number 

of manufacturers that sometimes 

provide worksheets for experiments 

e.g. page 9:  

http://www.pasco.com/file_downloads

/product_manuals/Slit-Accessories--

Basic-Optics-Manual-OS-8523.pdf 

 

Видео на YouTube (выполнить 

поиск в Google по запросу Dr 

Quantum): 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Df

PeprQ7oGc 

61 Use the conditions of 

maximum and minimum 

interference in solving 

problems; 

    

Understand the phenomena of wave reflection and 

wave refraction; 

 

Use the conditions of maximum and minimum 

interference in solving problems; 

 

Worksheets:  

http://tap.iop.org/vibration/superpostio

n/320/file_46744.doc 

and  

http://tap.iop.org/vibration/superpostio

n/321/file_46757.doc 

Reference note on interference of light 

and quantitative tasks  

http://fizmat.by/kursy/voln_optika/inte

rferencija 

62 Diffraction grating  Use the diffraction grating formula for solving 

problems; 
Tasks  

http://fizmat.by/kursy/voln_optika/difr

http://www.nuffieldfoundation.org/practical-physics/youngs-slits
http://www.nuffieldfoundation.org/practical-physics/youngs-slits
http://www.pasco.com/file_downloads/product_manuals/Slit-Accessories--Basic-Optics-Manual-OS-8523.pdf
http://www.pasco.com/file_downloads/product_manuals/Slit-Accessories--Basic-Optics-Manual-OS-8523.pdf
http://www.pasco.com/file_downloads/product_manuals/Slit-Accessories--Basic-Optics-Manual-OS-8523.pdf
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DfPeprQ7oGc
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DfPeprQ7oGc
http://tap.iop.org/vibration/superpostion/320/file_46744.doc
http://tap.iop.org/vibration/superpostion/320/file_46744.doc
http://tap.iop.org/vibration/superpostion/321/file_46757.doc
http://tap.iop.org/vibration/superpostion/321/file_46757.doc
http://fizmat.by/kursy/voln_optika/interferencija
http://fizmat.by/kursy/voln_optika/interferencija
http://fizmat.by/kursy/voln_optika/difrakcija/test302


 

Solve problems; Explain the formation of a stationary 

wave. 

akcija/test302 

 

63 Applications of diffraction 

grating 

 

Compulsory laboratory  

work  9: 

Determination of length of 

light wave by means of 

diffraction grating 

Determine the wavelength using a diffraction grating; 

 

Students can propose an experimental study using 

light with one wavelength to determine the distance 

between the wires; 

 

Solve problems; 

Practical details for measuring 

wavelength (Bright light can be used 

instead of a laser): 

http://tap.iop.org/vibration/superpostio

n/322/file_46767.doc 

Worksheet with tasks: 

http://tap.iop.org/vibration/superpostio

n/322/file_46769.doc 

http://tap.iop.org/vibration/superpostio

n/322/file_46768.doc 

 maxpapers.com/wp-content/  

( 9702_s06_qp5)   

 

 

 

 

64 Presentation  Students produce presentations and displays showing 

how the diffraction grating has been used to provide 

information about the structure of stars and many 

chemicals, by analysis of their spectra. 

 

65 Revision and past papers Problem solving.  

66 Revision and past papers Problem solving.  

67 Revision and past papers Problem solving.  

68 Revision and past papers Problem solving  

69 Summative assessment 

 

  

http://fizmat.by/kursy/voln_optika/difrakcija/test302
http://tap.iop.org/vibration/superpostion/322/file_46767.doc
http://tap.iop.org/vibration/superpostion/322/file_46767.doc
http://tap.iop.org/vibration/superpostion/322/file_46769.doc
http://tap.iop.org/vibration/superpostion/322/file_46769.doc
http://tap.iop.org/vibration/superpostion/322/file_46768.doc
http://tap.iop.org/vibration/superpostion/322/file_46768.doc


 


